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          Welcome to Armavel

          Your Trusted Partner

          Discover the Armavel difference, where our deep expertise in cybersecurity and cloud technologies blends with genuine curiosity and a passion for problem-solving. Our team is dedicated to guiding federal agencies and commercial clients through the complex world of IT with a human touch. Choose Armavel for an intelligent, friendly, and dedicated partner who values fresh thinking and is always ready to collaborate on something new.
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      Federal Solutions 

      Unlocking Success for Government Agencies

      Experience the power of Armavel's specialized approach to federal IT challenges. Our expertise in cybersecurity, cloud modernization, digital transformation, and governance enables federal agencies to enhance their operations, stay compliant, and achieve their goals. Trust Armavel to deliver customized services and cutting-edge solutions that align with your agency's objectives.
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          Cybersecurity

          Comprehensive Solutions Securing Federal Assets

          At Armavel, we understand the unique cybersecurity challenges federal agencies face and offer a comprehensive range of tailored services to address these needs. Our team of 100+ employees, including more than 60 cybersecurity analysts and architects, has extensive experience in governance, NIST Risk Management Framework (RMF) implementation, Authority to Operate (ATO), and FedRAMP compliance. We leverage this knowledge to improve your security posture that can include crafting agency-specific policies aligned to federal requirements. 
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          Cloud Modernization

          Architecting Secure and Efficient Solutions

          The shift to cloud can be challenging, particularly when data and application security are paramount and legacy systems can't be decommissioned. Armavel offers a comprehensive suite of modernization services with a focus on high-performance, cost-effective cloud architecture. We work with you to create a plan tailored to your agency's needs, typically spanning on-premise, Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Software as a Service (SaaS) environments. Throughout the journey, we prioritize helping your staff develop and practice new skills so they can navigate the transformation successfully.
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          Digital Transformation

          Empowering Agencies through Data-Driven Innovation and Automation

          Armavel's experts stand ready to assist federal agencies in harnessing the power of data, automating routine tasks, and optimizing business processes to address the needs of an evolving digital landscape. Leveraging technologies such as cloud-native tools, artificial intelligence (AI), the Internet of Things(IoT), Robotic Process Automation (RPA), and data automation, we support our federal clients in modernizing their operations to elevate citizen services and boost efficiency within their organizations. 
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          Governance

          Comprehensive Solutions Securing Federal Assets

          Elevate your organization's cybersecurity posture with our comprehensive governance services. We empower you with a strong foundation in leadership, organizational structure, policy and procedure development, risk management, compliance, incident response, and training and awareness. Our tailored approach ensures your cybersecurity measures remain cutting-edge, effective, and perfectly aligned with your business objectives.
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      Commercial Solutions 

      Fueling Growth and Innovation

      Armavel empowers businesses across diverse industries to stay ahead of the curve in today's rapidly evolving digital landscape. Partner with Armavel to elevate your business with our specialized cloud and cybersecurity services.

      
        Contact Us
      

      "Insert Quote Here" - Quote Author

      Our security experts provide comprehensive and human-friendly consulting services to help businesses achieve optimal security. We taken an efficient and common-sense approach to compliance, enabling you to achieve the right risk posture organization. With our depth and breadth of expertise, we are confident in our ability to deliver the most effective cybersecurity solutions to our clients. Our industry agnostic services at a glance: 

      Architecture | Security Engineering | Continuous Monitoring | Threat Hunting
Leadership Advisory | Security Awareness & Training
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      Our TEAM

      A Journey of Excellence and Collaboration

      Armavel's story goes back to 2006. We wanted to create a place where human needs and relationships matter a lot –even when (or especially when) the work is focused on highly technical topics.


      Here are the key reasons that Armavel exists:

      
        SOLVE TOUGH PROBLEMS

        Treat People Well

        HAVE Fun

      

      We think you'll see that this people-first mindset helps us work together, share ideas, and stay open to new possibilities. 

      great people, coast to coast

      Armavel takes pride in our exceptional team. Their contributions are the basis for our reputation as a trusted partner for our clients in tackling their most complex challenges. As a remote-first company, we have team members in 20+ states.



      Federal Delivery and Program Leadership
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          Leann Adams

          Senior Manager
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          Ashawnta Savoy

          Program Lead
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          Costa Hasiotis

          Senior Manager
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          Tim Kendall

          Program Lead
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          Alysse Ketner

          PMO Lead
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          David Lely

          Program Lead
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          Chris Vee

          Program Director
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          Tony Mazon

          Program Lead
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          Keith Rogers

          Manager
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          Matthew Ruff

          Program Lead
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          Michael Russell

          Program Lead

        

        
          

        

      

      
        

        

        

        

      

      Growth and Operations
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          Pascal Pinck

          VP, Strategy & 
Operations 
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          Brittany Campbell

          Analyst
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          Jennifer Garza

          Manager
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          Brian Griffith

          Director

        

      

      
        
          

          

        

        

        

        

      

      We invite you to get in touch to learn more about how Armavel can support your organization's unique needs. Feel free to reach out to us at [email protected] with any questions or inquiries.
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      Partner With Us 

      Stronger Together

      At Armavel, we believe that authentic collaboration is the key to delivering the most innovative and effective cloud IT and cybersecurity solutions to the federal government. By forging strong relationships with other companies, we're able to combine our expertise and resources to create a more robust offering for our clients. We're committed to being the kind of partner we'd want to have, fostering a collaborative atmosphere built on trust, mutual respect, and shared goals. 


      
         Total Small Business

        Contract Vehicles - Prime:

        	GSA Multiple Award Schedule (MAS)


        	IT Professional Services (541151S)
	Cloud IT Services (518210C)
	Health IT Services (54151HEAL)
	Highly Adaptive Cybersecurity Services (54151HACS)


        Contract Vehicles - Via Partners:

        	VA T4NG: Transformation Twenty-One Total Technology Next Generation 
	VA Integrated Healthcare Transformation
	NIH CIO-SP3 SB & CIO-SP4 SB
	 GSA VETS-2 
	GSA STARS III
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      Careers

      Discover Your Potential and Make an Impact

      Hey there, adventure-seeker! Are you up for a challenge? Do you dream of working with a squad of the sharpest minds around? And most importantly, do you have a soft spot for pie? Don't be shy – reach out to us and show us what you're made of. We're on the lookout for skilled individuals who can deliver top-notch services as part of an outstanding team. Come on board and let's whip up something sweet (like pie, get it?).

      At Armavel, we have three principles that explain what we're here to do:

      
        SolvE tough Problems

        Treat People Well

        HavE Fun

      

      Why Work with Us?

      We're more than just a digital services company – we're a team of innovators, problem-solvers, and trailblazers. We pride ourselves on our collaborative approach and values-first philosophy, where everyone's ideas are valued and respected. With this in mind, we seek out candidates that embody what our customers value most about us: honesty, humility, hustle, empathy, resilience, and positivity.

      
        Open Roles
        
        Powered by ZipRecruiter
      

      
        View Job Openings
      

      We offer our employees:

      
        Remote-first culture (WFH with your dog at your feet 🐶) 

        Work with Industry leading technology

        Flexibility and Work-Life Balance

        Work with great people

        a diverse and inclusive workplace culture

        competitive compensation and benefits packages

      

      We’re always looking for talented and motivated individuals to join our team. If you’re passionate about cybersecurity and want to make a difference, we want to hear from you!  
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        © Armavel LLC, 2023
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        Armavel LLC
2715 64th Ave NE
Tacoma, WA 98422

          [email protected]
(571) 266-1212
        

      

    

  

  
  
